
Norm Smart,
4 Bradshaw Street,
EDEN HILL, WA, 6054,
AUSJRALIA

31st July 1995.

Peter Whitelock,
Whitelock Family Association,
PORT COQUITLAM, B.C.,
CANADA, V3B 5K5.

Dear Peter,

I recently corresponded with Brenda Baker, from Adelaide South Australia, regarding
our mutual interest in researching the WHIT(E)LOCK(E) family name. Although
Brenda's research didn't connect with mine she did suggest that I contact you, in the
hope that you may be able to help me.

My WHIT(E)LOCK(E)s come from the small Somersetshire village of Compton
Pauncefoot. The earliest details I have on the family relates to a George, who was the
local church warden in 1601. George seems a fairly popular fust name, down through
the generations, however, the next contact we have is with brothers Christopher and
William, circa late 17th century. My line descends from Christopher and then through

a succession of Georges, to Susannah who was born in 1787t
Susannah grew up to marry James Smart and eventually they became my great, great,
great grandparents. Their son Richard, and his wife Charlotte, emigrated to Australia
in 1840.

I gather, from Benda's letter, that you are researching the Devonshire
WHIT(E)LOCK(E)S, so I am uncertain as to whether you have any information
relating to my lot. However, there is always the chance that at some stage, in your
investigations, you might have come across the Somerset branch of the family and
consequently have something that might be of assistance to me. To that end I hold
out some hope.

I do have some additional information, which pads out the bare bones of the family
tree I talked about earlier in the letter, however, at this stage I believe it would clutter
up things to go into greater detail before we can tie in a connection.

With that in mind, I look forward to hearing from you in the near future.

Yours in research,


